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ABSTRACT
In this paper approaches to the evaluation of metaphors and view of Software
Visualization systems are considered on the examples of representation of call graphs and
execution traces of parallel programs. Execution traces map the dynamics of the certain program
executions. Visualization and “replaying” of execution traces are important elements of
debugging systems. The visual presentations of the Call Graph are widely used in the systems
parallel program performance tuning systems. The visualization metaphors using to depict call
graphs and execution traces are surveyed. “Traditional” (for example the City metaphor) and
new (for example the Brain metaphor) metaphors are considered. The validity of visualization
techniques is studied on basis of analysis of metaphor properties. It is important to understand
what objects may be represented with one or another metaphor. The possibility of the
visualization metaphors (for example City and Molecule metaphors) to represent large and huge
volumes of data is analyzed. Shneiderman’s scheme is considered as method of evaluation of
visualization. B. Shneiderman presents seven high level users needs that an information
visualization application should support. (Overview, Zoom, Filter, Details-on-demand, Relate,
History, Extract) The use of the Schneiderman's scheme presupposes the existence of large
structured data volumes. Further some other approaches to the evaluation of metaphors and
views are considered. Among them are the criterion mental structure conservation and the
evaluation of system implementation efforts. The problems of Software Visualization for parallel
computing are observed. The formalization of parallel computing and in particular performance
tuning may be useful to resolve problems of Software Visualization.
Keywords: Software Visualization, Parallel Computing, call graphs, execution traces,
visualization metaphors, Shneiderman’s scheme
1 INTRODUCTION
Software Visualization (SV) systems were actively developed as late as the 80th and the 90th
years of the XX century. Much part of these systems is visual systems for performance tuning
and program debugging in the field of parallel computing. But later it can be observed a certain
recession in this domain [1]. The reasons of the recession are connected with a number of
problems in particular connected with perception, analysis, and interpretation of images depicted
huge volumes of data.
It appears that in the 90th the designers of visual debugging systems focused on the problems of
capture of data in the frameworks (and under restrictions) of the then existing parallel computers.
However, other problems exist, for example, the problems associated with visualization – how to
choose and how to show entities of parallel programs, as well as to analyze and interpret them.
In the case of parallel computation, the very definition of the program entities associated with its
“erroneous” states is the tricky problem. The set and the essence of the analyzed software objects
strongly depend on used parallel programming paradigm. In the case of performance tuning there
is also a lot of problems, because the entities appropriated for analysis are hard to choose. There
are various parallel program entities that are subjects of study, analysis and visualization. But in
this paper, most of the focus is on consideration of only the program execution traces and call
graphs. Execution traces and call graphs are used in one form or another by many debugging
systems to describe the dynamics of the programs.
At the very beginning of Software Visualization evolution, when volumes of data were
comparatively inconsiderable, designers used standard “Nodes and Arcs” approaches [2]. Ideas

of performance tuning are based on the representation of statistics of parallel program
executions. For these purposes statistical graphics, first of all, Gantt charts and Kiviat diagrams
and their modifications are used. Note that complex views using various modifications of
statistical charts to this day are the main most in the systems of performance tuning and
performance debugging (including “industrial” ones), despite the obvious limitations when
dealing with real high-performance programs [3-7].
Moreover, as early as the 80s more sophisticated views were used. Sometimes these views were
built on the basis of the figurativeness of applications under consideration. Further in 2000th and
2010th years visualization metaphors were actively used. However use of interesting metaphors
was not always clear as users often need the simple picture representation which could be
accurately interpreted. In this regard, the important issue is the choice and the evaluation of
visualization techniques, the analysis of their applicability to those or other cases. Designers
need to evaluate visualization techniques basing both on the qualitative analysis and some
formalization.
In the next sections we’ll focus on visualization of event traces and call graphs as the important
part of Software Visualization for parallel computing.
2. VISUALIZATION OF EXECUTION TRACES AND CALL GRAPHS
Execution traces (also the term “Event Traces” is used) map the dynamics of the certain
program executions. Visualization and “replaying” of execution traces are an important element
of debugging systems. The visual presentations of the Call Graph are widely used in the systems
parallel program performance tuning systems.
From the beginning of the development of Software Visualization the question of how to
graphically represent program entities came up. In debugging systems realized in the 80s-90s of
XX century methods based on charts or diagrams were used. System designers relied on the
standard (“paper”) approaches to software visualization (for example control-flow diagrams,
etc.) or shifted the task to users-programmers, providing a graphical toolkit. There are serious
problems of scaling the views based on one or the other diagram and charts. The next step in
Software Visualization may be associated with metaphor using. But using the original metaphor
was not always justified because of the need of simple but clearly interpretable presentation
methods. “Graph-based” metaphors have significant limitations in this regard also. Accordingly,
traces are visualized in the form of dynamic “jumping” on the diagrams/charts [8]. (See Fig.
1,2.)

Figure 1: The object graph shows how objects interact
with each other [8]

Figure 2: The class graph
shows how groups of objects interact [8]

There was also the use of “passage” (or “running") on the text of a program highlighting the
current position. In the case of high-performance computing, such visualization techniques are

hardly suitable. Call Graphs also were represented as very complex and convoluted schemes
(See Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Call graph of medium sized software system [2]

As already mentioned above further visualization metaphors were actively used. Consider the
examples of metaphors depicting execution traces and call graphs and other entities of parallel
programs.
In Zinsigh system three complimentary views help the user answer different questions. The
Event Flow view shows the trace in its entirety or in detail. The user sees visual patterns
representing phases of processing and the relative order of events. The Event Statistics view
quantifies events, and presents distributions and averages enabling the user to identify outlier
behavior. The Sequence Context view extracts patterns of interest from the trace and represents
them along with frequency and performance data in succinct execution flow diagrams. The
Event Flow views are depicted as cascade color lines (see Fig. 4). The Event Statistics views are
used in the form of color element sets. Graph diagrams extended by texts are used to represent
Sequence Context Views [9].

Figure 4: The Event Flow view (left), the Event Statistics view (upper right)
and the Sequence Context view (lower right) [9]

In [10-11] a dynamic analysis and visualization techniques is described. These techniques have
to help developers in general to understand multithreaded software systems and in particular to
identify performance bottlenecks. 2D views composed of diagrams and texts are used to depict
execution traces of multithreaded programs and program structures. Developers may carry out
analysis and interpretation in the course of (and by way of) the interaction with visual objects.
Animation is used to improve perception and cognition of visualization. So in SYNCTRACE
[12] system 2D views are used to depict traces of multithreaded programs. The views (some
modification of circular charts) include the animation of execution for program codes under
observation (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5: Overview of the SYNCTRACE main window [12]

In [13-14] the use of two novel trace visualization techniques is proposed. The techniques are
based on the massive sequence and circular bundle view, which both reflect a strong emphasis
on scalability. The “Massive Sequence” view is offered to support users in navigation through
traces and in interesting parts identification. Being a derivative of the information mural [15], it
provides an overview of (part of) execution trace in which the directions of the relations are
color coded using a gradient. Additionally, the massive sequence view allows zooming in on
parts of the execution trace by the selection of fragment that needs closer inspection. “Circular
Bundles” view reveals the original type of circular charts where all entities are projected on a
circle, and relationships among them are reflected in form of weaving patterns (bundles) in
inside the circle (see Fig. 6). This approach is applicable in three typical program comprehension
tasks: trace exploration, feature location, and top-down analysis with domain knowledge.

Figure 6: Circular Bundle View. Full view of a trace [14]

There is the interesting example of 3D animation metaphor in Kanoko system where 3-D
animation tool for parallel program performance tuning has been developed [16]. The Dynamic
Systems metaphor was used. The animation uses mapping of physical structures to a dynamic
system model, simulation of the system, and visualization/sonification of the simulation result.
Processor elements, computational load of processor elements, a communication network and
amounts of communication in a parallel computer can be mapped to bodies, mass of a body, a
spring among bodies and attractive forces among bodies respectively. The animation method
maps state values of trace data into quantities of states in a dynamic system model, then
simulates the dynamic system, and makes the result of simulation visible and audible. Dynamic
Systems metaphor is similar to Attraction/Repulsion metaphor and corresponds to Molecule
metaphor and Physical Particles metaphor.
In a number of recent publications application of City and Landscape metaphors is considered.
These metaphors are used to represent parallel program execution traces. In [17] trace
representation for the case of multithread parallelism is described. Buildings represent static
parts of a program. The trace is presented in the form of the ray-thread stretched between the
buildings. Visualization of such errors as deadlock naturally looks like a painted intersection of
these rays (see Fig. 7). In [18] similar ideas for visual representation based on 3D City metaphor
are used. Components or subcomponents (e. g., packages in Java) form the districts in city
metaphor. Buildings represent entities, i.e., components, subcomponents, or classes. The streets

visualize the communication and are represented by pipes between entities. In [19] City
metaphor is used to represent the architecture of a software system.

Figure 7: City and Landscape metaphor for the dining philosophers problem.
The normal run (upper). The deadlock (lower) [17]

Brain Metaphor [20] should be noted as very interesting. The Brain visualization reveals clusters
of source code that co-execute to produce behavioral features of the program throughout and
within executions. A clustered visualization of source code is informed by dynamic control flow
of multiple executions; each cluster represents commonly interacting logic that composes
software features. Inspired by neural imaging of human brains of people who were subjected to
various external stimuli, the animation has to reveal program activity during execution. The
result has revealed the principal behaviors of execution, and those behaviors were revealed to be
(in some cases) cohesive, modular source-code structures and (in other cases) cross-cutting,
emergent behaviors that involve multiple modules (see Fig. 8).

Figure 8: THE BRAIN visualization of program execution [20]

Call graph visualization has to help Software developers answer questions about causality,
ordering, type membership, repetition, choice, and other relationships [21]. This information is
needed in processes of performance tuning and program debugging for parallel computing.
Traditionally, two-dimensional views are used to present the call graphs. These views, as a rule,
consist of charts connected by arrows. However, the two-dimensional representation of the call
graph in the case of large and complex structures of the programs with a deep nesting level of
function calls and lots of user-defined functions has problems with two-dimensional mapping of
extended structure on the limited screen area and with the final pictures perception by user. In
frameworks of two-dimensional visualization one may cope with these problems using the
additional tools for example interaction with the system during navigation on call graphs as in
[21]. Problems with space on the screens may be overcame by adding another dimension.

In [22] and [23] 2½D visualizations of dynamic call graphs are described. In this case graph
nodes are depicted as primitive images of buildings and the edges are drown as wires in the air.
Resulting graphical displays are resembled in some way the displays received when using
Factory metaphor (see Fig. 9).

Figure 9: Complex graphical view and textual code view of call graphs [23]

In ([24]) three-dimensional visual representations of call graphs are described. This visualization
is based on Building metaphor when interconnected rooms of a certain complex building are
represented (see Fig. 10). Three-level arrangement of rooms is used. All functions of the
program are divided into three parts: user-defined functions with the heirs of UDFs; user-defined
functions that do not have such heirs and system functions. Each part corresponds to a level in
the resulting pictures. Each room is a visual representation of the function. In addition the
function may be represented by an icon on the wall of the parent-function room. The view
“inside” the room combined with the ability to “travel” inside the “building” between the rooms
provides the most realistic pictures. The combination of these views may give an acceptable
result.

Figure 10: Call Graph visualization based on Building metaphor [3]

There is the other approach to visualization of call graphs [24-25]. Suggested idea is to search
analogies with natural objects. Nodes of a graph are represented as spheres and communications
between them are represented as arrows. Let’s place in nodes-functions (which is usually
represented like spheres) an electrostatic charge [25]. Connections between nodes are replaced
by elastic interaction (see Fig. 11). Name this metaphor “Molecule metaphor” because at the
given approach the visualization similar to the structure of benzol molecule models. All nodes
are repulsed from each other, and attracted only if there is a connection between them. An elastic
coefficient and a charge of nodes are introduced. An elastic coefficient affects the proximity of
the nodes to each other and a charge affects the degree of remoteness of other nodes from this.
These parameters need to be considered as static/structural characteristics. Thus there are two
types of interactions: springy between bound nodes and electrostatic between all other
nodes-“atoms”. Electrostatic interaction may reflect temporary features of the calling functions,
then springy - a number of calls. Consideration of the “molecule” energy allows us to construct
the effective drawing algorithm for about thousand of objects. The displays meet the symmetry
criteria. Animation (molecule rotation) allows the better graph structure exploration. Color may

be used to emphasize interesting features of visualized graphs. As announced, Molecule
metaphor is similar in some way to natural Attraction/Repulsion metaphor and to Physical
Particles metaphor [26]. (Also see [27].)

Figure 11: Call Graph visualization based on Molecule metaphor [25]

As a rule the complex views are used in the systems for performance tuning and program debugging.
These views consist of graphical objects built on the base of one or the other metaphor, program codes
and/or descriptions of their structures. In some systems views are built according to the specific type of
parallelism, such as in the SYNCTRACE system [28] where the visualization metaphor is specially
constructed for the multithreaded parallel programs. In other cases only adaptation and extension of the
existing metaphors take place. So in [29] slightly adapted City metaphor is used to represent
multithreaded parallelism.
Note the interesting idea united the metaphor of Hierarchical Edge bundles and City metaphor. In the
paper [30] the adaptation the existing 2D Hierarchical Edge bundles technique to represent relations in a
3D space on top of city metaphors is described. This visualization technique, inspired by the 2D
Hierarchical Edge Bundles technique is converted into 3D Hierarchical Attraction Points which affect
edge paths across the city visualization. This way, edges are grouped together, resulting in a more
understandable visualization of relations. (See Fig. 12)

(a) Relations on top of the nested layout of the software city metaphor

(b) Relations on top of the street layout of the software
city metaphor

Figure 12: Visualization of dynamic call relations on an execution of JEdit, Java JRE classes included. 2710 classes, 10870 edges
representing 4 632 680 calls [30]

Let’s consider the conception of view in Computer visualization domain. Views are designed on
the basis of the metaphors. A view includes a description of possible visualization objects, their
relative positions on the screen, as well as the possible interaction with them [25]. The
consideration of specific tasks of debugging and analysis is needed during the phase of the view
development. The next two sections are devoted the analysis of visualization metaphors
properties and evaluations of visualization system views.
3 PROPERTIES OF VISUALIZATION METAPHORS
The metaphor essence consists in interpretation and experiences the phenomena of one sort in
terms of the phenomena of other sort. Computer metaphor is considered as the basic idea of
likening between interactive visual objects and model objects of the application domain. Its role

is to promote the best understanding of semantics of interaction and visualization, and also to
determine the visual representation of dialog objects and a set of user manipulations with them.
Visualization metaphors form the basis of views of specialized visualization systems whose
design is the important part of whole design the “human factor” aspects of these systems [31].
Our interests lie in the evaluations of the metaphors. These evaluations are very important due
the phases of the system design and of the method choice for visual representations of parallel
programming entity.
Define the conception “Metaphor Action” to describe [potential] results of metaphor uses. This
conception allows analyzing structurally specific computer metaphors. In turn the analysis is
necessary to understand causes of successes of one and failures of another visualization and
interface metaphors. Also the analysis of the logic of metaphor searching and choice enables to
formulate evaluation criteria for “human factor” aspects of visualization systems.
The conception “Metaphor Action” is connected with answers to the following questions:
- How can this metaphor assist to represent the information?;
- How can this metaphor assist to interact with data or to manipulate them?
- What properties of metaphorical objects (that is visual and/or dialogue objects generated
by the metaphor) take place?;
- What actions or ideas are arisen from the process of the user interaction (including
observations of pictures) with metaphorical objects?
Objects of the new metaphorical domain, the relationship between them and the possible actions
in this domain have a number of properties, which we call metaphor properties. [32]
The success or failure of debugging and performance tuning systems depends on many factors.
Of course, the important factors are the comprehension of correspondence to system
specifications and the system reliability. However at the design stage, an important task is the
choice of methods of visual representation of objects and entities to be considered during
debugging. One approach to the evaluation of visualization involves the examination of
properties of visualization metaphors. We analyze the properties to consider the possibility of
metaphor using for specific applications of Software Visualization. It is important to understand
what objects may be represented with one or another metaphor. We need to analyze the
possibility of the visualization metaphors (more precisely – the views based on the visualization
metaphors) to represent large and huge volumes of data and details required to understanding the
program’s operations. The positive effects of a 3D display and virtual and augmented reality
environments are possible in these cases. Therefore it is important to analyze possible
applications of metaphors in the frameworks of visualization systems using modern computer
graphics environment, in particular the virtual reality environment. For all this, we need to
describe how to verify the suitability of metaphor for solving problems under consideration [33].
Note on such metaphor properties as “ability to contain any objects inside itself”, “restriction of
a perception context”, “closeness”, “inclusion in structure”, “presence a structure inside”,
“naturalness of a metaphor”. These properties are connected with using within the framework
of metaphors such basic image-schemas, as CONTAINER, UP-DOWN, BACKFRONT. These
image-schemas and other visual characteristics are the base of depiction techniques in Software
Visualization systems [32].
3.1 Properties of City and Landscape Metaphors

Figure 13: The example of City view of the software system [34]

Figure 14: The example of Landscape view of the
software system containing packages,

classes, methods and attributes [35]

In the cases of popular in Software Visualization systems City Metaphor and similar Landscape
Metaphor (see Fig. 13-14) one may consider the following properties as:

Unlimited context
The user context isn’t artificially limited in City Metaphor and the metaphor itself, and it is
defined rather rigidly – there are buildings, quarters, streets, districts. In Landscape metaphor a
structure choice is nondedicated. In this case one may say about landscape nesting.
Naturalness
It is known that naturalness of a metaphor reduces efforts on the resultant image interpretation.
In the cases of City and Landscape metaphors not only naturalness of spatial orientation, but
naturalness of navigation takes place also. In case of a city metaphor the method of navigation is
defined by the metaphor itself.
Organization of inner structure
Metaphors suggest the existence of an inner structure. In case of a City metaphor this structure is
dictated by the metaphor itself, and it is defined rather rigidly – there are buildings, quarters,
streets, districts. In Landscape metaphor a structure choice is nondedicated. In this case one may
say about landscape nesting.
Key elements
Metaphors suggest a representation of large volume of information, and in most cases this
information is rather homogeneous in visual sense. Users need the key elements to interpret this
information. If we want to use a metaphor to reveal specific features and/or exceptions (for
example bugs in programs), these elements have to be depicted by easy distinguished imagekeys. One may design some key elements in frameworks of City or Landscape metaphors. In
these cases some forms of guidance signs or markers may be used as key elements.
Resistance to scaling
These metaphors are stable in the case of increase in information volumes. Moreover,
applications of City and Landscape metaphors are reasonable only in the cases of large
information volumes.
In the cases of City and Industrial Landscape metaphor transport corridors help to design
software visualization systems. Transport corridors may be used as means to represent control
flows, data flows, and other relations between program constructions or parts of program
complex.
Note that unlike in the case of Landscape metaphor, the choice of City metaphor strongly limits
the set of possible views. Thus City and Landscape metaphors may form base to represent
considerable volumes of the structured information with identifications of specific interest cases
that is necessary in the systems for performance tuning and program debugging for parallel
computing. Additionally possibility to fly over a city/landscape creates prerequisites to easy
navigation. Flight with changes of height allows to carry out scaling and zooming. Interpretation
of the graphical displays based on these metaphors seems to be simple.
3.2 Properties of Molecule Metaphor
Now let’s consider the properties of Molecule metaphor that also may be used to visualize
execution traces and call graphs of parallel programs.
This metaphor may support visualization of large volumes of structured data (unlimited context).
Interpretation of the physical Molecule metaphor and its modifications usually is simple and
natural, although it requires the user to have (basic) knowledge of physics.

The relationships between objects of the visualized model also are represented naturally as links
between atoms (naturalness). The views based on Molecule metaphor are resistant to scaling
(resistance to scaling).
The metaphor support selection of the key elements for example, due to coloring or the size
changing of the molecules elements and thickness of communications between them (key
elements). Moving and navigating in the graphical displays related to Molecule metaphor may be
performed by flying around molecule. There is the experience of visual “entering” a separate
“atom” and viewing internal visual information inside a single sphere ([25]). It is possible to
implement similar “entering” spheres in the frameworks of virtual reality environments
(organization of inner structure).
Note that in general the use of Virtual Reality enhances the visualization based on City,
Landscape and Molecule metaphors.)
Other approaches to the evaluation of visualizations are considered in the next section.
4 VIEW EVALUATIONS
A number of papers are devoted to evaluation of views used in Information and Software
Visualization. Note the early papers [36], [37] and [38] where the visualization metrics and
evaluation approaches were described. Some of researches are linked with specialized cases or
approaches. For example the paper [39] is devoted to evaluations of cartogram and in the papers
[40],[41] and the aesthetic approach to evaluation visualization is considered. Note the papers
on evaluation of graph visualization ant its aesthetics [42], [42]. There are some summarized
papers on the evaluation of visualization, for example [43] and the paper [44] devoted to
typology of abstract visualization. We are interested the papers [45] and [46] which contain the
outline of visualization analysis based on Visual Information-Seeking Mantra (so called
Shneiderman’s Mantra). B. Shneiderman presents seven high level users needs that an
information visualization application should support [47]. In [48] these needs were refined to
evaluate views of three-dimensional information visualization.
Let’s cite the outline of visualization analysis following [45].
Overview: Gain an overview of the entire collection of data that is represented. This is
often a difficult problem in the case of visualizing the structural information of large systems.
Constructing good visualizations of large connected graphs is an open research area.
Zoom: Zoom in on items of interest. When zooming, it is important that global context
can be retained. This subsumes methods to drill down to lower levels of abstraction.
Filter: Filter out uninteresting items. Filtering by removing parts of the visualization will
necessarily disturb the global context. Therefore, it is important whether the design supports
some kind of abstraction of the removed parts.
Details-on-demand: Select an item or group and get details when needed. Getting details
on a selected item is usually implemented by the embedding application. The detail
representation is of less importance in large scale software visualization therefore, priority will
be given to easy and fast navigation and rendering. The visual metaphors are designed such that
there is no loss of meaning while zooming in or out.
Relate: View relationships among items. For a hierarchical data structure, it is necessary
that the visualization shows parent-child relationships. This is one of the most important features
of many software visualization systems. Software systems rely on many inter-related
components, working together to solve problems.
History: Keep a history of actions to support undo, replay, and progressive refinement. A
visitation path should be supported. That is a set of attributes, which describe the position of the
camera, the light, and the zoom level. These viewpoints can be saved and reviewed. A sequence
of such viewpoints can be played, thus representing a path within the visualization, which could
represent the history.

Extract: Allow extraction of sub-collections and of query parameters. This task concerns
saving the current state of the visualization. This is related only to the application and the
underlying data set. How the data is visualized does not affect this.
Shneiderman’s Mantra implicitly describes the user’s activity during their usage of
Information Visualization systems. It is supposed that if the system supports this set of
operations, it may be used for Information and Software Visualization.
In [13] and [14] the criterion based on an expanded Shneiderman’s mantra is applied to
the analysis of visualization of execution traces constructed on the basis of two synchronized
view: (1) a circular bundle view for displaying the structural elements and bundling their call
relationships, and (2) a massive sequence view that provides an interactive overview.
The summary table of how the two synchronized views satisfy each of these seven
criteria is provided. In general these views correspond to the chosen criterion.
Let’s analyze now from a perspective “Shneiderman’s Mantra” the possibilities of
visualizations based on City and Landscape metaphors.
Overview task may be realized by the flight over the city or landscape. Zoom task is
implemented easily by lowering or lifting during the flight.
Filter task may be borrowed from cartography (and Information Visualization based on
cartography techniques). There is the method of filtration on maps presented geographical data –
to eliminate some types of information from the overall picture as for example human
settlements may be eliminated from the map presented ground reliefs. The analogy of
cartography shows that Landscape metaphor is preferred then City metaphor in the case of Filter
task.
Details-on demand task, as well as Relate task may be implemented within the
framework of the extended Room-Building-City metaphor by means “passing” down the street
and “inputs” inside buildings and rooms.
History and Extract tasks may realized naturally in frameworks of City and Landscape
metaphors.
In the case of the Molecule metaphor one may try to realize Overview task by using the
possibilities of flying-around of molecules and “inputs” inside “atoms” (or certain “particles”).
City, Landscape and Molecule metaphors allow to develop the visualization systems
satisfying some criteria based on Schneiderman's scheme. However, the full “Shneiderman’s
Mantra” is implemented with difficulty. Note also some peculiarities when using the
“Shneiderman’s Mantra” for evaluations of Software Visualization.
Schneiderman's scheme may be applied to evaluate Software Visualization in cases when
corresponding systems are destined to be analyzed large volumes of abstract data similar to
Information Visualization systems. In other cases these scheme is not applicable. Schneiderman's
criterion is based on check of necessary, but not ampleness conditions of quality of Information
Visualization. The use of the Schneiderman's scheme presupposes the existence of large
structured data volumes. But in this case the resulted visualization has to be a manageable size.
More importantly it is assumed that the user either knows what she/he searches or at least she/he
is able to recognize it. In the case of “circular bundle” the new complicated abstract visualization
technique (based on the new metaphor) is used. The user should always correlate the images
with non-obvious representations of interesting data. Similarly the visualization techniques based
on using different charts and diagrams in many cases generate abstract and nontrivial
representations. In the case of high-performance computing the methods of visualization for
execution traces may be ineffective, due to the complexity of both the analysis of codes
execution, and large data volumes. Such considerations can be applied for many new abstract
methods (visualization metaphors) for complex data representation. The views using
modification of statistical diagrams and charts scale insufficiently. They can't map the execution
of hundreds and thousands of parallel processes. Also let's state a remark about “natural”
metaphors using. Interpretation of graphical displays implemented in the framework of the
“natural” metaphors, for example, interesting “animation” Brain metaphor, often is not obvious.

The naturalness of imagery in the cases of City and Landscape metaphors can sometimes distract
users. Also, there are problems of perception and interpretation of large and huge data volumes.
For example, the flickering and blinking animation displays observation may be unusual and
unpleasant. Users of systems based on virtual reality can have discomfort in the form of
dizziness and so forth. There is the problem of selecting the objects to be visualized in the
debugging process. In the case of parallel computation the definition of program objects
associated with its “bug” states is a difficult task. Set and the essence of the analyzed program
objects differ markedly in the various paradigms of parallelism. The execution trace is only one
of possible entities subjected to analysis and, as a consequence, to visualization. In the case of
performance tuning there is also no clarity with selection of entities which can help to improve
performance.
5 SOME ISSUES OF SOFTWARE VISUALIZATION
In the report [49] it was noted that the goal of visualization is to leverage existing scientific
methods by providing new scientific insight through visual methods. Visualization should form
(or facilitate to form) holistic mental models and as a consequence to create insight. The
occurrence of insight is considered as one of the main criteria in evaluating the visualization
quality [50]. Although, an evaluation of the presence or absence of insight is subjective but this
factor is prominent in visualization. The insight in visualization is connected with user’s mental
models. The insight forms the new mental model of entities under analysis and visualization.
And on the other hand the insight is based on pre-existing user’s mental models. One of the main
tasks of computer visualization is to develop the visual representations of the major entities of
computational models for valid interpretation of modeling results. A process of interpretation is
the exact generation of representative cognitive structures from visual images perception. This
process is inverse or more exactly mutually clarifying to visualization. The representative
cognitive structures draw on formal (or informal) descriptions of processes and entities under
considerations which are well-known to designers and users of visualization systems.
For example in case of program debugging one may say about reasonably well-defined mental
models of program execution dynamics. The visualization helps to understand right or wrong the
program executes. In [26] the specialized visual means of software supporting development
processes, and program debugging are described. Thus both graph-based views and the threedimensional animations based on Particle metaphor similar to Molecule metaphor are used to
represent various aspects of program executions. Resultant animated visualization considers both
peculiarities of the hardware and programming languages, and mental models and requirements
of software developers. (See Fig. 15.)

Figure 15. Visualization of the graph of compilation [26].

The success of visualization is possible due to adequate mapping of the representative cognitive
structures, where the preconceived mental picture of the phenomenon or process is rendered as
images on the screen. These images in turn have to represent structures of modeling objects and

data corresponded to them. Analysis of model objects structures has to help in views design.
Views designed to represent object structures have to map relations between elements of model
objects. Views mapping object structures define the techniques of their interpretation. The task
of visualization in this case is to build the graphical image that allows correct reconstruction of
mental image (representation) of the original object. If the wrong methods of visual
representation of the original entities were selected, then because of the “bad” imagery the
reconstruction will be difficult or even impossible. Also it may happen that the wrong method of
mapping the relations between the elements was selected. In this case, erroneous, although
similar in composition to the original, cognitive structure will be reconstructed. Therefore, a
criterion of correctness for choice (or design) of views is needed. The design of views may be
based on the rule that the structure of the visual image should not conflict with the structure of
the original object. During steps of the interpretation the relationships absent in the original
objects should not appear. However the reduction of dimension, as well as the reduction of the
entire structure is possible in that case if the user (interpreter) was informed about these
reductions. Naturally, when the element is not mapped, the relationship in which it was with the
other elements, also not shown. This rule can be called criterion of structure conservation [51].
According to some experts opinion one may consider the structures of execution traces and of
call graphs as linear structures. It may appear that the opinion is reasonably sufficient. But it is
generally believed that execution traces and call graphs have a two-dimensional structure. In this
case the criterion of structure conservation shows that 2D images are sufficient to represent
adequately the two-dimensional structures of execution traces and call graphs. Perhaps this
sufficiency is accounted for using of traditional two-dimensional views based on statistical
diagrams for representations of these entities in modern performance tuning systems.
Approaches to formalized evaluations of Software Visualization views used in performance
tuning and debugging of parallel programs are offered in [52]. In addition, it is noted that the
parallel coordinates codes used in Information Visualization to depict the efficiency of economic
models [53] may be used Software Visualization to depict the effectiveness of parallel
computing. The concept “effectiveness” in economy may be determined through the ratio of the
resulting product to its sources (resources). That way on the analogies of economy one may
evaluate parallel programs. In the case of parallel programs one may consider actual processor
time or cache hit rates. In the case of fine partition for example on processor time or program
length a value interval of resources has to converge to a point to the most effective value. In
EXTRAVIS system (a tool for the visualization of large traces) the views used to to depict the
execution traces, such as the massive sequence views [54] (see Fig. 16.) used approaches similar
to the approaches of parallel coordinates codes used to depict “economic efficiency”.

Figure 16. EXTRAVIS’ massive sequence view [54].

Note another issue connected with possibilities of the visualization systems implementation
based on various metaphors. Let's consider as an example the metaphor suggested as a part of
our recent studies [55]. The analysis of parallel programs based on message passing paradigm
requires consideration of a number of concurrently running processes whose work may depend
on events occurring in a every single process.
One may consider the time as an axis that is analogous to traditional spatial axes. And the event
stream may be depicted along this axis. Any change in this stream may break the whole chain of
cause-and-effect relations. In this case the idea of the movement in time in both directions seems
to be natural. One may consider a set of parallel processes as consistent streams of events
flowing and changing along this time axis. In this case effects of an event in a process attract the
reaction, mentioning both the process in which it has occurred, and other processes. It is possible
to correct errors with returning back it time along the axis and the interfering with the event
sequence at the moment.
This approach can be described as the “Time Machine” metaphor. Note that the use of the “Time
Machine” metaphor does not require any knowledge of the source (science fiction novels). We
have developed a prototype of the visualization component for the parallel process control and
representation system. This system may be used for debugging of parallel programs. We use the
3D figurativeness for visualization of processes. Processes are represented in the form of the
color cylinders connected among themselves by thin “threads” (similarly to visual
representations in VisuaLinda system [56]). Globules representing data are moved along these
threads. Statuses of processes are depicted by colors. The user may navigate along the time axis
and change the processes statuses (see Fig. 17). The “time machine” metaphor may be
considered as similar to traditional “Record-player” metaphor. But in the case of “Time
Machine” there is the possibility of event changes described by well-known “Butterfly Effect”
metaphor which is connected with the situation when small change of initial conditions attracts
the big and often unpredictable effect.

Figure 17. Debugger based on “Time Machine” metaphor [55].

Time Machine metaphor was seemed perspective for software visualization of parallel
computing. However after analysis of its implementation this impression may be changed. In this
case further development of fully-fledged debugging and visualization facilities for parallel
programs is needed, for example, trapping events, on-line visualization and other tools, similar to
means implemented in the debuggers of the 1990-th years such as [57], [58]. Considering the
possibility of implementation such “complicated” metaphors as Brain metaphor or “Circular
Bundles” metaphor described above, it appears that these metaphors can be rather simply
implemented for example by post-mortem visualization of the data collected during work of the
parallel programs. Thus, one more way of visualization evaluation is needed – the evaluation of
implementation efforts. This evaluation may be important for designers of Software
Visualization systems.
6. CONCLUSION
As pointed out above in the mid 90-ies of XX century researchers and specialists had high hopes
for Software Visualization for parallel computing. Systems for performance tuning and program
debugging for the then supercomputers were realized in a number of powerful research centers

[57-61]. However, later certain stagnation in the field of Software Visualization emerged. Apart
from reasons connected with realization problems it may be caused by factors related to user
mental models, problems of the user perception of visual data. In the pre-design analysis the
consideration of whole range of evaluations is necessary to take into account different factors.
Contradictions between representation opportunities and visualization perception, analysis and
interpretation abilities of the users exist. Interesting metaphors can give pictures difficult to
interpret or demand big efforts when developing. Scaling problem remains unsolved for many
techniques of Software Visualization for Parallel Computing. This problem is related to
fundamental limitations on placing “big pictures” on the screen and in virtual reality
environments, and the user perception and interpretation of “big data” generated by debugging
and performance tuning systems.
The example of another approach to Software Visualization of parallel computing in particular
visualization of scalability analysis is described in [62] where a concept of the scalability metric
for parallel programs is introduced. The scalability metric is described as the function of several
variables and is depicted as 3D surface. This technique allows to use three-dimensional
representations of objects usual for the frameworks of Scientific Visualization. The interpretation
of such views is familiar for specialists. In our opinion we need similar approaches in some
sense. The formalization of parallel computing and in particular performance tuning may be
useful to resolve problems of Software Visualization.
As pointed out above experience shows that the consideration of user’s mental model is needed
to solve the problems of software visualization. In [63] the problems of user’s mental imagery
and software visualization in teams developing high-performance software are described. In the
specific case the user’s mental model is reflected in the form of visual maintaining of a program
developing process.
Thus as of ways of overcoming of the recession in Software Visualization for parallel
computing, the following tasks may be considered:
- design and/or the search for new metaphors and views of Software Visualization systems;
- researches in the domain of perception of large and huge volumes of visual data including
problems of perception and condition in virtual-reality environments;
- analysis of user activity during interacting with systems of Software Visualization, the study of
their mental models and the design of system’s views in accordance with these models;
- formalization of evaluation methods of visualization metaphors and views, development of
methods for verification and validation of visualization, developing on the base of formal
techniques new visualization techniques [52, 62, 64, 65].
However, in general, the simple answer to the common problems does not exist. We need of
complex efforts of researchers of various areas and software developers to create effective
systems of Software Visualization for Parallel Computing.
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